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MESA ENGINEERING RECTIFIER® 
SPEAKER CABINETS These speaker 
cabinets are made with void-free Marine 
Grade Birch with no less than 9-ply glued 
and nailed strong rabbet corners, and 
air-tight gasket-sealed backs give these 
cabinets superior strength. A wide variety 
of styles and configurations are available, 
please call your Full Compass Sales Pro to 
find the perfect fit for your rig.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MINI-RECTO-SLANT ............ Speaker cabinet, 12" V30, 60W, 8Ω .................................. 449.00 
HORIZONTAL-RECTIFIER .... Speaker cabinet, 2x12" V30, 120W, 8Ω ............................. 649.00 
RECTIF-STANDRD-SLANT.... Speaker cabinet, 4x12" V30, 240W, 8Ω ............................. 999.00

MESA ENGINEERING MARK V 
AMPLIFIERS This 3-channel 
amp boasts 9 modes and is the 
culmination of nearly 40 years of 
tube amp design and experience. 
It contains faithful recreations of 
the MARK I®, the MARK IIC+®, 
the MARK IV® as well as new Brit-
inspired circuits and unmatched 
control and flexibility. MARK V 
features Multi-Watt™ and Duo-
Class™ technology giving it 3 power and 3 operating class options that are channel 
assignable. Among its extensive controls is a 5-band graphic EQ that is both channel-
assignable and footswitchable. The amps are fan-cooled and include a footswitch. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MARK-V-COMBO ................. Tube combo, 10/45/90W, 12" speaker .............................. 2399.00 
MARK-V-HEAD .................... Tube amp head, 10/45/90W ............................................. 2249.00

MESA ENGINEERING EXPRESS 
PLUS™ SERIES AMPLIFIERS 
These amps offer 2 channels and 
4 modes. Using the Patented Duo-
Class™ power circuit and Multi-
Watt™ channel-assignable power 
amp they offer both single-ended 
and push-pull configurations. In 

Class 'A' mode both amps offer 5W of pure single ended amplification. Each channel 
has contour and depth control, and 4 different style modes; Clean/Crunch on channel 
1 and Blues/Burn on channel 2. A 5-band graphic EQ and Solo level control are included 
and both are foot-switchable. Each comes with tube-drive long spring reverb, slip 
cover and 4-button footswitch.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EXPRESS-5:25-1X12 ........ Tube combo, 5/15/25W, 12" speaker ..........................................1349.00
EXPRESS-5:50-1X12 ........ Tube combo, 5/25/50W, 12" speaker ..........................................1449.00

MESA ENGINEERING 
LONE STAR® SERIES 
AMPLIFIERS These amps 
offer tone and versatility 
ranging from vintage to 
modern boutique sounds. 
Featuring 2 channels and 
Multi-Watt™ power options they create amazing sparkly cleans, classic breakup, 
and high gain tones all in one amp. The Lone Star Special® is a Class ‘A’ design 
using EL84 power tubes to make it incredibly expressive while the higher-wattage 
Lone Star amps use 4x6L6 tubes in Class A/B configuration. All Lone Star amps 
have a tube-driven long spring reverb and include a footswitch.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
LONESTAR-SPECIAL-112 ....Tube Combo, 5/15/30W, 12" speaker ................................ 1849.00 
LONESTAR-2X12-COMBO....Tube Combo, 10/50/100W, 2x12" speakers....................... 2099.00 
LONESTAR-HEAD ................Tube amp head, 10/50/100W ............................................ 1799.00
LONESTAR-CAB-2X12 .........Speaker cabinet, 2x12" 180W, 8Ω ...................................... 619.00

All Mesa Boogie products are available with custom amp coverings, grill covers, and faceplates. 
Contact your Full Compass Sales Pro for a complete list of custom options.

MESA ENGINEERING RECTIFIER® 
GUITAR AMPLIFIERS For 20 years 
the Rectifier amplifiers have defined 
American high-gain sound. These 
amps maintain their tight low end 

under even the most extreme settings. Recto amps now feature Multi-Watt™ 
technology. The Dual Rectifier head has 3 independent channels, each with gain, 
treble, mid, bass, presence and master control and channel assignable dual-rec-
tification. Includes 3x3 6-button footswitch. The Mini Rectifier 25 head produces 
the same tones you've come to expect from a Rectifier head but in a 2-channel 
ultra-compact package. It is switchable between 10W and 25W and includes a 
padded gig bag and 1-button footswitch. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DUAL-RECTIFIER-HEAD .........Tube amp head, 100/50W, 3-channel............................ 1949.00
MINI-RECTIFIER-25 ..............Tube amp head, 25/10W, 2-channel................................ 999.00

MESA ENGINEERING 
TRANSATLANTIC™ SERIES 
AMPLIFIERS These versa-
tile, 2-channel amps can pro-
duce a wide range of classic 
American and British tones 
using 5 preamp modes. Channel 1 features Normal (Brit Clean) and Top-Boost 
(Brit Overdrive) with Multi-Watt™ power switching, FX loop and reverb assign-
ment, volume, treble, bass, and master controls. Channel 2 has three modes; 
Tweed (American Clean), Hi 1 (Brit Gain), and Hi 2 (Boogie Gain) as well as Multi-
Watt™ power switching, FX loop and reverb assignment (TA-30 only), volume, 
treble, bass and master controls. TransAtlantic™ amps have all-metal chassis and 
are fan-cooled.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TA-15-HEAD ..........................Tube amp head, 25/15/5W, 

12 lbs, includes Gig Bag with strap ................................ 899.00
TA-30-HEAD/RACKMOUNT .....Tube amp head, 40/30/15W .......................................... 1599.00
TA-30-COMBO-1X12..............Tube combo, 40/30/15W, 12" speaker ........................... 1749.00
TRANSATLANTIC-23 ...............Speaker cabinet, 12", 90W, 8Ω ....................................... 419.00

LONESTAR-2X12-COMBO

RECTIFIER-STANDARD-SLANT

MARK-V-COMBO

EXPRESS-5:50-1X12

MINI-RECTIFIER-25
TA-15-HEAD
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BLACKSTAR
ID SERIES GUITAR AMPLIFIERS
These programmable amps all feature TVP 
(True Valve Power) technology that offers 6 
different valve responses to emulate classic 
power tube styles. They have a 3-band EQ complete with ISF (Infinite Shape Feature) 
and on-board effects. The optional FX10 multi-function footcontroller allows access 
to all effects and the tuner.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ID15 .......................... Combo amp, 15W, 10" speaker ..................................................... 299.99
ID30 .......................... Combo amp, 30W, 12" speaker ..................................................... 399.99
ID60 .......................... As above, 60W version .................................................................. 599.99
ID60H ........................ Amp head, 60W ............................................................................. 499.99
ID260 ........................ Combo amp, 2x60W, 2x12" speakers ............................................ 699.99
Accessories
IDFS10 ...................... Multi-function footswitch ................................................................ 89.99
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HTCLUB40C / HTV112
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VOX MINI5 RHYTHM
Lightweight and compact, the MINI5 Rhythm is a 
battery powered modeling amp with built-in rhythms 
organized into 10 genres plus metronome patterns 
for a total of 99 rhythms. Eleven amp models from the 
Valvetronix series are included as well as a guitar tuner and eight effects. In addition 
to a guitar input, the MIINI5 has a dedicated mic input, and an AUX input jack for MP3 
players. Power is adjustable from 5W to .1W letting you adjust volume without effect-
ing tone. Ships with AC adapter and carrying strap.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MINI5 ........................ Battery-powered modeling amp, 5W, Black ..................................159.99
MINI5RCL .................. Battery-powered modeling amp, 5W, Classic Diamond ..................159.99
MINI5RIV................... Battery-powered modeling amp, 5W, Ivory ...................................159.99
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VOX AC CUSTOM These tube amps 
offer 2 channels - Normal and Top-Boost. 
Each is equipped with its own volume control, 
Top Boost offering interactive Treble and Bass tone controls. Includes 
tremolo with adjustable speed and the depth, and spring reverb.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AC15C1 ..................... Combo amp, 1x12" Celestion G12M, 15W ..................................... 599.00
AC15C2 ..................... Combo amp, 2x12" Celestion G12M, 15W ..................................... 799.99
AC30C2 ..................... Combo amp, 2x12" Celestion G12M, 30W ..................................... 999.00

VOX VALVETRONIX PLUS SERIES
Features 99 ready-to-play presets, a massive infusion of effects, built-in guitar 
tuner plus an all-new power level control. These combos use a 12AX7 vacuum tube 
for truetube tone, 11 pedal-type effects, 11 modulation effects, and 3 reverb styles.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
VT20PLUS.................. Combo amp, 1x8", 30W ................................................................169.99
VT40PLUS.................. Combo amp, 1x10", 60W ..............................................................249.99
VT80PLUS.................. Combo amp, 1x12", 120W ............................................................399.99

VOX VALVETRONIX PLUS SERIES

ontrol,

VOX HAND-WIRED SERIES These amps feature turret board hand-wiring and 
traditional Top Boost/Normal 2-channel design. All models are covered with retro-
style fawn-colored vinyl.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AC4HW1 .................... Combo amp, 1x12" Celestion Greenback, 4W .............................. 799.99
AC15HW1 .................. Combo amp, 1x12" Celestion Greenback, 15W .......................... 1199.00
AC30HW2 .................. Combo amp, 2x12" Celestion Greenback, 30W .......................... 1599.00

AC4HW1

AC30HW2

AC15C1

AC30C2

ID60

ID60H

NEW!

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  Call today or visit us online!

BLACKSTAR HT VENUE SERIES
This series has a tube amp to suit every performance situation. Authentic “boutique” 
cleans and high-gain overdrives are combined in this line. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
HT100H ..................... Tube amp head, 100W ..................................................................849.99
HTSTUD20H ............... Tube amp head, 20W ....................................................................499.99
HTSTAGE60C ............. Tube combo, 2x12", 60W ...............................................................949.99
HTCLUB40C ............... Tube combo, 1x12", 40W ...............................................................699.99
HTSTUD20C ............... Tube combo, 1x12", 20W ...............................................................599.99
HT Venue Series Cabinets
HTV412A.................... 4x12" angled cabinet ....................................................................599.99
HTV412B ................... 4x12" straight cabinet ..................................................................599.99
HTV212...................... 2x12" cabinet ................................................................................329.99
HTV112...................... 1x12" cabinet ................................................................................229.99
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FENDER SUPER CHAMP X2
The Super Champ XD amplifier features 15W of tube sound, two channels, and 
a wide variety of digital amp voicings and effects. There are 16 amp types, 15 
effects with level control and tap tempo, and a USB output for speaker emulated 
recording. Includes Fender FUSE™ software. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SUPER-CHAMP-X2 .......... Combo amp, 15W, 10" speaker ............................................. 349.99
SUPER-CHAMP-X2-HD .... Amp head, 15W ..................................................................... 299.99
SC112 ............................. 12" extension cabinet for Super Champ X2 ........................... 199.99

SUPER-CHAMP-X2

SUPER-CHAMP-X2-HD

FENDER VINTAGE REISSUE SERIES These reissues are faithful recreations 
of classic Fender amps and provide the vintage tube sound and look that’s 
highly desired by many players be it rock, jazz, country or anything else. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
BASSMAN-59-LTD-RI....... ’59 Bassman, 4x10" Jensen P-10R, 45W ............................. 1399.99
TWIN-REVERB-65-RI....... ’65 Twin Reverb, 2x12" Jensen C-12K, 85W, 

reverb and vibrato ............................................................... 1499.99
SUPER-REVERB-65-RI .... ’65 Super Reverb. 4x10" Jensen P-10R, 45W, 

reverb and vibrato ............................................................... 1549.99
DELUXE-REVERB-65-RI... ’65 Deluxe Reverb, 1x12" Jensen C-12K, 22W, 

2-channel, reverb and vibrato ............................................. 1049.99BASSMAN-59-LTD-RI

TWIN-REVERB-65-RI

FENDER EXCELSIOR™ PRO 
AMPLIFIERS Limited to only 
800 North American units in each color, 
these throwback tube amps feature styl-
ish retro colors and individually optimized 
inputs for microphone, guitar, or accordion. 
They’re powered by (2) 6V6 output tubes 
and (2) 12AX7 preamp tubes driving a 15" 
Eminence® Legend speaker. “E” shaped 
grille design and a crossed swords badge 
make the front panel stand out. Simple con-
trols include Volume, Tremolo, and a bright/dark EQ switch.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EXCELSIOR-PRO-ANTBSH......Antique blush with oxblood grille..................................... 399.99
EXCELSIOR-PRO-SONIC ........Sonic blue with white grille ............................................. 399.99
EXCELSIOR-PRO-SURF..........Surf green with white grille ............................................. 399.99

k EQ i h

FENDER HOT ROD SERIES These all-
tube workhorse amplifiers pair vintage 
tone with modern features for unrivaled 
value and versatility. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
HOT-ROD-DELUXE-III ............Combo amp, 1x12", 40W ................................................. 729.99
HOT-ROD-DVL212-III ............Combo amp, 2x12", 60W ................................................. 929.99
HOT-ROD-DVL410-III ............Combo amp, 4x10", 60W ................................................. 949.99

HOT-ROD-DVL410-III

FENDER MUSTANG™ SERIES
Featuring updated amp models and built-in effects, these amps come equipped 
with USB connectivity and Fender® FUSE™ software so your musical creativity 
and imagination can run wild.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MUSTANG-I-V.2 ................. Combo amp, 1x8", 20W ...............................................................119.99
MUSTANG-II-V.2 ................ Combo amp, 1x12", 40W .............................................................199.99
MUSTANG-III-V.2 ............... Combo amp, 1x12" Celestion®, 100W, 2-button footswitch .......329.99
MUSTANG-IV-V.2 ............... Combo amp, 2x12" Celestion®, 150W, 4-button footswitch .......499.99
MUSTANG-V-V.2 ................. Amp head, 2x75W stereo, 4-button footswitch ............................299.99
Accessories
MUSTANG-V412-CAB-V.2 .. Amp cabinet, 4x12" Celestion®, 2x100W stereo .........................299.99
EXP-1 ................................. Volume/expression pedal for Mustang amps .................................89.99

FENDER MACHETE PRO TUBE AMP
This completely new design features high-gain and high-end tone never before 
available in a Fender amp. The 50W, dual-channel Machete delivers plenty of 
headroom for sparkling loud cleans, aggressive rhythm overdrives, and punishing 
distorted leads. Channels one and two have independent tone controls with digi-
tal reverb and damping. The speaker is a 12" Celestion® Vintage 30. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MACHETE................... Tube combo amp, 50W, 12" Celestion® Vintage 30 ................. 1899.99

HOT-ROD-DELUXE-III

EXCELSIOR-PRO-ANTBSH

MUSTANG-V412-CAB-V2

MUSTANG-III-V2

MUSTANG-I-V2

MUSTANG-V-HEAD-V2D-V2

EXP-1

NEW!
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ORANGE ROCKERVERB SERIES The Rockerverb series uses a 2-stage clean 
channel and a 4-stage dirty channel with EL34 output tubes. MKII improvements 
include a mid EQ control on Clean channel, more transparent FX loop, and a 
larger reverb driven by ECC83 valves.
item Description price
rK50c-mKii-112 ............. Combo amp, 1x12", 50W, 2-channel ................................... 2349.00
rK50Htc-mKii ................ Amp head, 50W, 2-channel ................................................. 2149.00
rK100Htc-mKii .............. Amp head, 100W, 2-channel ............................................... 2349.00

RK50HTC-MKII

OR100

PPC212-C PPC412-A

ORANGE TINY TERROR SERIES
“Lunchbox-style” ultra-portable amps with an incredibly huge sound.
item Description price
mt20 ......................... Amp head, 20W, single stage ...................................................... 149.00
tt15 .......................... Amp head, 15W ........................................................................... 599.00
tt15c-12 .................. Combo amp, 15W, 1x12" Celestion G12H-30 .............................. 899.00
Dt30-H ...................... Amp head, 30W, 15W or 7W switchable, 2-channel .................... 899.00

TT15MT20

ORANGE CRuSH GuITAR ANd 
BASS COMBO AMPS Just like 
their bigger brothers, the Crush 
series has orange basket weave 
Tolex, woven speaker grille, beading 
and hieroglyphs, and 'picture frame' 
edging. All models offer built-in  
distortion and a headphone output.

item Description price
cr12L ....................... Combo amp, 12W, 1x6" ................................................................. 99.00
cr20L ....................... Combo amp, 20W, 1x8" ............................................................... 129.00
cr20LDX ................... Combo amp, 20W, 1x8" with built-in tuner & digital FX ............. 179.00
cr35LDX ......................Combo amp, 35W, 1x10" combo with built-in tuner & digital FX .....249.00
cr60c ....................... Combo amp, 60W, 1x12”, reverb ................................................. 499.00 
cr120c ..................... Combo amp, 120W, 2x12”, reverb ............................................... 699.00
cr120H ..................... Amp head, 120W, reverb ............................................................. 449.00

CR120C

ORANGE OR SERIES AMP HEAdS Based on the legendary '72 “Pics Only” amp, this 
series of amp heads provides versatility, responsive dynamics and classic Orange tone 
to spare. OR15H and OR50H are single-channel all-tube amps; The  OR15H is a single-
channel all-tube amp that provides switchable output power and has a tube-driven FX 
loop. The OR50H is a single-channel all-tube amp with a foot-switchable master volume, 
3-stage gain section, and 'HF Drive' control for fine-tuning power amp response. The 
OR100H features 2 channels, provides a tube-driven FX loop, foot-switchable boost 
and independent EQ, and has output power scalable between 30W, 50W, 70W and 100W.
item Description price
or15H ....................... Tube amp head, single-channel, 7/15W ...................................... 699.00
or50H ....................... Tube amp head, single-channel, 50W ....................................... 1699.00
or100H ..................... Tube amp head, dual-channel, 30/50/70/100W ........................ 2199.00

ORANGE GuITAR SPEAKER CABINETS These speaker enclosures are built 
to last utilizing 13-ply high-density 18mm birch plywood. The unique “skid” design 
feet help to acoustically couple the cabinets to the stage to provide a tighter bass 
response and full range definition.
item Description price
ppc212-c .......2x12" cab with Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16Ω, 120W ........................... 749.00 
ppc412-A .......4x12" slant cab with Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16Ω, 240W ................ 1099.00
ppc412-c .......4x12" straight cab with Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16Ω, 240W ............ 1099.00
ppc412-Hp ....4x12" straight cab with Celestion G12K100 speakers, 8Ω, 400W ................ 1099.00

EGNATER AMPLIFICATION
TWEAKER SERIES TuBE AMPS
All-tube amps with unique tones and wide variety of tonal variations. The Master 
section has 2 settings, Vintage or Modern. The EQ voice can be set to USA, AC, 
or BRIT. The gain section has options for Hot and Clean. The amp's overall tone 
can be changed with the Bright/Normal and Tight/Deep switches. Includes a 
buffered effects loop and is powered by 2x6V6 power tubes. 
item Description price
tWeAKer..............Tube amp head, 20W ........................................................................ 399.99
tWeAKer-112 ......Combo amp, 20W, 12" Celestion™ G12H-30 ................................... 599.99 
tWeAKer-112X ....Speaker cabinet, 12" Celestion™ G12H-30, 16Ω ............................ 249.99

TWEAKER

EGNATER AMPLIFICATION 
REBEL SERIES TuBE AMPS
Compact tube heads with innovative features and a bold voice, Rebel amps use 
a blend of tubes and a variable wattage system to provide a huge range of tones. 
A tube blend knob allows you to mix between American style 6V6 and British 
EL84 tones. Controls include master volume, gain, 3-band EQ, tight and bright 
voicing, and a buffered effects loop. 
item Description price
reBeL-20 .................. Tube amp head, 20W .................................................................. 549.99
reBeL-30-1X12 ........ Combo amp, 30W, 12" speaker ................................................... 899.99
reBeL-112X .............. Speaker cabinet, 12" Elite-80, 16Ω ............................................ 279.99

REBEL-30-1X12

REBEL-20

NEW “TuBE MIX”
BLENd YOuR TuBES

TWEAKER-112

We stock thousands of common and Hard-to-Find parts!  
search for parts on our website: fullcompass.com/parts
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JET CITY PICOVALVE TUBE AMP HEAD
This compact low-wattage head features (2) 12AX7s in the preamp and (1) 6L6 
in the power section. It was designed in conjunction with Andy Marshall and 
THD Electronics. You can custom tailor the PicoValve’s tone by swapping in 
nearly any octal-based tube with no re-biasing. Switchable to 2.5W.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PICOVALVE ................ Tube head, 5W/2.5W .................................................................... 199.00

MARSHALL VINTAGE SERIES TUBE GUITAR AMPLIFIERS
The Vintage Series comprises faithful reproductions of Marshall's classic originals. 
The 1959SLPX is a reissue of the late '60s/early '70s 100W Super Lead Plexiglass 
head, used by countless classic bands. Sharing the same front and rear panels, the 
50W 1987XL has its own distinct personality with sweet and warm tonality. The 2203X 
is a reissue of the JCM800, a single-channel, master volume 100W amp with more 
gain and aggressive tone than the 1959SLPX. All models include a switchable Series 
Effects Loop with true bypass. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
1959SLPX.......100W Super Lead Plexi head (3x ECC83, 4x EL34) .................................2499.99
1987XL ...........50W Plexi head (3x ECC83, 2x EL34) .....................................................1899.99
2203X.............100W JCM800 head (3x ECC83, 4x EL34) ..............................................2399.99
1960AX...........100W angle cabinet, 4x12" 25W Celestion Greenback speakers ............1249.99
1960BX ..........100W straight cabinet, 4x12" 25W Celestion Greenback speakers ........1249.99
1960TV ...........100W Tall angle cabinet, 4x12" 25W Celestion Greenback speakers .....1249.99

2203X

MARSHALL  
DSL AMPLIFIERS
These all-valve (tube) amps are based 
on the JCM2000 DSL100 amp head. 
DSL15C combo and DSL15H head offer 
2 channels that share a 4-band EQ, 
built-in digital reverb, and pentode/
triode operation switch for 7.5W/15W 
operation. DSL40C adds two modes 
per channel and pentode/triode switch 
for 20W/40W. The 100W DSL100H is 
the same design as the classic DSL100 
with added digital reverb, resonance 
control, and pentode/triode for 
50W/100W operation. All DSL models 
include a footswitch. 

MARSHALL MG 
CARBON FIBER SERIES
From a 2W battery-powered combo 
to an effects-laden 100W head, this 
series has it all. All models include 
an 1/8" MP3 input, and all FX models 
feature digital effects and reverb.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MG2CFX-U............Combo amp, 1x6.5", 2W, battery-powered, digital effects .................119.99
MG10CF-U............Combo amp, 1x6.5", 10W, 2-channel ...................................................79.99
MG50CFX-U..........Combo amp, 1x12", 50W, 4-channel, digital effects .........................399.99
MG101CFX-U........Combo amp, 1x12", 100W, 4-channel, digital effects .......................499.99
MG100HCFX-U .....Amp head, 100W, 4-channel, digital effects ......................................359.99

MG101CFX-U

JET CITY GUITAR SPEAKER CABINETS
These all feature custom Eminence speakers. Larger cabinets available. See 
our website for details.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
JETSTREAM-ISO12 ..... 12" isolation cabinet, 100W ........................................................ 349.99
JCA12S ...................... 12" cabinet, 100W ....................................................................... 169.99
JCA12XS .................... 12" compact cabinet, 100W ........................................................ 149.99
JCA12S+ ................... 12" cabinet, 100W, emulated speaker out .................................. 199.99 

JCA12SJCA12XS

JCA50H

JET CITY TUBE AMPLIFIER HEADS
Designed by Michael Soldano, these all-tube Class 'A/B' heads have simple 
controls and rugged construction. All the classic Soldano tone is here with 
clear, clean headroom and punishing high gain. Available with enough power for 
the studio or stage and has foot-switchable channels (except JCA20H).

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
JCA20H ...................... Tube head, 20W, 1-channel ........................................................ 333.00
JCA22H ...................... Tube head, 20W, 2-channel ........................................................ 399.99
JCA50H ...................... Tube head, 50W, 2-channel ........................................................ 599.99
JCA100HDM ............... Tube head, 100W/50W, 2-channel, Soldano Depth Control ......... 899.99

JET CITY AMPLIFICATION 
TUBE COMBO AMPLIFIERS
The tone and simplicity of the JCA heads 
is available in these more portable combo 
amplifiers. All JCA combos feature custom 
Eminence speakers. RC models include 
tube-driven spring reverb. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
JCA2212C .................. Tube combo, 2x12", 20W, 2-channel ........................................... 599.99 
JCA5012C .................. Tube combo, 12", 50W, 2-channel .............................................. 699.99
JCA2112RC................ Tube combo, 12", 20W, single channel, reverb ........................... 449.99
JCA5212RC................ Tube combo, 2x12", 50W, 2-channel, reverb ............................... 849.99

JCA5212RC CONTROL PANEL

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DSL15C-U.................. Tube combo, 7.5/15W, 12" Celestion ........................................... 599.99 
DSL15H-U.................. Tube head, 7.5/15W .................................................................... 499.99
DSL40C-U.................. Tube combo, 20/40W, 12" Celestion ............................................ 699.99
DSL100H-U................ Tube head, 50/100W ................................................................... 899.99
MX212-U ................... Speaker Cabinet, 2x12” Celestion “Seventy 80” ......................... 349.99

DSL40C-U

DSL100H-U
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PEAVEY SPECIAL CHORUS 212 This 
2-channel amp has a 100W output sec-
tion and features Peavey’s TransTube® 
tube emulation technology. It has a built-in 
analog chorus effect with rate and depth 
controls, an effects loop, spring reverb, and 
a 3-band EQ on each channel. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SPECIAL-212-CHORUS .... Combo amp, 100W, 2x12" Blue Marvel® ...............................349.99
ITEM DESCRIPTION

HUGHES & KETTNER TUBEMEISTER 36 AMP HEAD This amazingly flexible 
and dependable triple-channel tube head covers any performance situation from the 
bedroom to the stage with its programmable MIDI power soak (36W/18W/5W/1W/OFF), 
MIDI switching system, and integrated RED BOX recording DI with 4x12" speaker 
simulation. Features oversized X.X.L. transformers, gain-voiced EQ, serial FX Loop, and 
onboard reverb. The TSC (Tube Safety Control) is an automatic system that monitors 
and readjusts power tube bias for reliable operation while providing amazing tone.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TM36H ....................... 3-channel tube amp head, 36W, (3) 12AX7/(4) EL84 ...................959.00

PEAVEY VYPYR® VIP SERIES MODELING AMPS Combining 36 amp models 
with 6 acoustic amp models, 6 bass amp models and instrument simulations (!), this 
flexible series of amps has power and tone to spare. The 32-bit floating point SHARC 
processors and TransTube analog circuitry combine for the best of digital and analog 
effects while the bi-directional USB port allows you to easily record, store/swap pre-
sets or get lessons and backing tracks via your computer. VIP-2 and VIP-3 both use a 
12" custom-voiced modeling speaker; VIP-3 also offers 100W-1W variable power. Add 
an optional Sanpera™ I or Sanpera II foot controller for real-time control.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
VYPYR-VIP-1............. 20W modeling amp ......................................................................129.99
VYPYR-VIP-2............. 40W modeling amp ......................................................................199.99
VYPYR-VIP-3............. 100W modeling amp ....................................................................299.99
Accessories
SANPERA-I ................ Single pedal footswitch ..................................................................99.99
SANPERA-II ............... Double pedal footswitch ...............................................................199.99

SANPERA-II

VYPYR-VIP-1

LANEY IRONHEART 
RECORDING AMP This 
15W 3-channel all-tube 
2RU unit is designed spe-
cifically for recording. Crushing tone is provided by (3) 12AX7 preamp tubes, (2) 
EL84 power amp tubes and selectable 15W/1W output. It features a rear panel 
RE-AMP send jack and USB 2.0 I/O which supplies dry and processed signals split 
right/left into your DAW for reamping. Internal dummy load allows you to record 
silently, while the speaker-emulated Record Out delivers your tone to the DAW 
or PA. Each of the switchable channels offers volume, gain, EQ, tone and dynamic 
controls and digital reverb. Includes a footswitch with cable and gig bag with 
shoulder strap.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
IRT-STUDIO ............... Tube recording amp head ............................................................599.00

LANEY LIONHEART GUITAR AMPS Featuring two channels with independent 
volume, passive 3-band EQ, global tone and “Type 4” spring reverb, these elegant-
looking all-tube amps provide boutique vintage or modern tone via EL84 power stages 
and Celestion®. Each amp is hand-stamped with a build number in the order they 
came off the line and includes a custom-made dust cover.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Combo Amps
L5T-112..................... 5W combo amp, 1x12" Celestion® G12H .................................... 899.00
L20T-112................... 20W combo amp, 1x12" Celestion® G12H ................................ 1199.00
Amp Heads
L20H.......................... 20W amp head, (3) 12AX7/(4)EL84 ............................................. 859.00
L50H.......................... 50W amp head, (3) 12AX7/(5) EL34 .......................................... 1999.00
Amp Cabinets
LT212 ........................ Extension cabinet, 2x12" Celestion® G12H ................................ 799.00
L412  ......................... As above, 4x12" version ............................................................ 1499.00

LANEY TONY IOMMI SIGNATURE TUBE AMPS The 100W TI100 head offers two 
identical channels of gain, each with footswitchable PreBoost, Drive control, 3-band 
EQ, channel volume, and Enhance/Presence controls. Rear panel features include 
power amp in/preamp out, FX loop and SYM link, which switches two or more TI100s 
simultaneously. The TI412S 4x12" cabinet features Celestion® G12H speakers. The 
TI15-112 is a single-channel combo version of TI100, offering high gain tone and dual 
wattage options (15W/1W). It also offers speaker-emulated Record Out for direct 
recording, 1/8" stereo CD/MP3 line input and FX loop. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TI100......................... 100W tube amp head .................................................................1999.00
TI412......................... 4x12" speaker cabinet ................................................................1499.00
TI15-112 ................... 15W/1W tube combo amp ............................................................599.00

L20T-112L50H

TI100

TI15-112

KEMPER POWERED PROFILING 
AMPS Now featuring 600W of stage-
shaking power, these “profiling amps” 
create dynamic, multi-dimensional rep-
resentations of guitar amps. Profiling an 
amp is simple and once profiled you can 
control the sound of the amp as never 
before. In addition to the vast library of profiled amps the Kemper boasts a huge 
library of stomp box effects, a powerful EQ section, speaker cabinet profiles, and 
ample I/O. A 19" rack version is also available.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PROFILER-POWERHEAD ......600W guitar amp profiling and effects ................................ 2640.00
PROFILER-POWERRACK ......As above, but 19" rackmount, 3RU ....................................... 2640.00
KPA-BAG ..............................Gigbag for PROFILER-POWERHEAD ......................................... 124.00

PROFILER-POWERHEAD

Commercial Lease-To-Own financing for businesses available! 
Contact your Sales Pro for details.
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LINE 6 DT SERIES Combining classic 
all-tube design with Line 6’s state-of-
the-art digital modeling, these DT50 
amps give you the flexibility of today's 
technology with the classic tone 
desired by guitarists of all genres.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DT25.......................... Combo amp, 1x12", 25W ..............................................................999.99
DT50-HD.................... Amp head, 50W, XLR direct out ..................................................1199.99
DT50-112 .................. Combo amp, 1x12" Celestion G12H90, 50W ...............................1299.99
DT50-212 .................. Combo amp, 2x12" Celestion G12H90, 50W ...............................1499.99

DT50-112

LINE 6 SPIDER SERIES Spider IV 
delivers detailed amp models based on 
some of the greatest guitar sounds ever 
created. They feature up to 16 custom 

amp models, 20 digital effects and 36 user programmable channels. All models 
include a built-in tuner, 1/8" CD/MP3 input, and FBV controller jack.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SPIDER-IV-15 ........... Combo amp, 1x8", 15W, 4 models/6 effects ............................... 109.99
SPIDER-IV-30 ........... Combo amp, 1x12", 30W, 12 models/7 effects ........................... 199.99
SPIDER-IV-75 ........... Combo amp, 1x12", 75W, 16 models/20 effects ......................... 299.99
SPIDER-IV-150 ......... Combo amp, 2x12", 150W, 16 models/20 effects ....................... 499.99

SPIDER-IV-150

SPIDER-IV-15

IBANEZ TUBE SCREAMER AMPS Featuring 
the famous Ibanez Tube Screamer overdrive 
circuit these amps can produce natural clean, 
powerful crunch, and warm overdrive tones. 
The 15W tube power section is switchable to 
5W letting you get the full tube sound at lower 
volumes. Two 12AX7s power the preamp and 
(2) 6V6 tubes power the output. Tube Screamer 
function and 6db boost are controllable from the footswitch. Available as a combo 
or head with optional 12" speaker cabinet.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TSA15C...................... 12" tube combo amp, 15W .......................................................... 449.99
TSA15H...................... Tube amp head, 15W .................................................................. 299.99
TSA112C.................... 12" speaker cabinet, 80W ........................................................... 199.99
IFS2G ........................ Footswitch for Tube Screamer amps ............................................. 29.99

TSA15C

PALMER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
DREI TRIPLE SINGLED ENDED 
AMP This unique amplifier takes 3 
single ended amplifiers and packs them 
in one lunchbox-sized head. Each of the 
3 power sections can accommodate a 
wide variety of common power tubes. The 3 can be used independently or they can be 
blended together to create an entirely new pure tube tone.  Controls include preamp 
saturation, overall tone, and power amp control for each single-ended circuit. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PDREI........................ Tube amp head, 15W .................................................................1499.95

YAMAHA THR DESKTOP 
AMPS The THR5 is simple 
and portable, with no com-
promised sound and with 
minimal controls and layout. 
Features 5 amp type modes - deep, shiny clean to modern high-gain. THR5A 
features classic mic models matched with studio-grade effects optimized for 
acoustic/electric and silent guitars. The THR10 offers bass amp modeling, 
electric-acoustic mic simulation and flat channel for vocals/keyboards. Equipped 
with a 3-band EQ and User Memory Function. Up to 5 amp sounds, effects and 
EQ can be saved with easily accessible buttons on the control panel. THR10C 
used VCM (Virtual Circuitry Modeling) to recreate the dynamic response of a 
classic tube amp. On the other side of the musical spectrum, THR10X features 5 
different channels modeled from 3 amps, all of which deliver intense distortion. 
All bundled with Cubase AI. AC or AA battery powered (batteries sold separately).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
THR5 ..............Two 3" speakers, USB, 1/4" mono in, headphone out, 1/8" aux in ......... 199.99
THR5A ............As above, with mic sim and studio effects ............................................. 199.99
THR10 ............As above, with bass amp models, mic sim and flat channel ................. 299.99
THR10C ..........As above, with tube amp models ............................................................ 299.99
THR10X ..........As above, with high-gain amp models ................................................... 299.99

THR10

FINISH OPTIONS: CUBE-LT

ROLAND CUBE GX SERIES GUITAR 
AMPLIFIERS Full of useful tones and fea-
tures, these powerful CUBE-GX amps are 
great to gig, rehearse and practice with. All 
models include 3 independent channels 
(Clean, Lead and Solo), a custom-designed 
speaker, 3 independent FX sections including 
delay and reverb, built-in chromatic/manual 
tuner, Recording Out/Phones jack for direct recording or silent practice, and the 
i-CUBE LINK jack for jamming along with iOS devices. The free CUBE JAM iOS app 
plays songs and "minus-one" backing tracks for practicing as well as recording the 
amps tones along with music playback. The CUBE-40GX and CUBE-80GX versions 
include Roland’s famed COSM guitar amp modeling.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CUBE20GX................. 20W, 8" electric guitar amplifier ................................................. 219.00
CUBE40GX................. 40W, 10" electric guitar amplifier, 10 COSM® models .............. 269.00
CUBE80GX................. 80W, 12" electric guitar amplifier, 11 COSM® models .............. 419.00

CUBE80GX

ROLAND CUBE LITE AMP Featuring a unique combination of COSM guitar tones, 
2.1 channel audio, stylish design and iOS interface, the 10W CUBE Lite amp is great 
for both practicing and casual music listening. Easily interfaces with an iOS device, 
and allows you to control the blend between COSM tones and iOS audio. The free 
CUBE JAM app turns your iOS device into a command center for jamming, learning 
and recording at 16-bits/44.1kHz, create jam tracks via Center Cancel, and adjust 
playback speed and pitch. Direct Mode allows you to record your guitar dry, for later 
"re-amping", while listening to COSM sound, or allows for real-time guitar processing 
in any app, monitoring the output with the CUBE Lite. The CUBE Lite Monitor, for vocals 
and keyboards, has the same great features as the amp without COSM processing.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CUBE-LT-BK .............. Digital guitar amp, 3x3", 10W, COSM modeling .......................... 169.00
CUBE-LM-WH ............ Digital vocal/keyboard amp, 3x3", 10W ....................................... 169.00

We offer over 700 top brands, low prices and outstanding service.


